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REPORT.

The School Committee for the year ending March, 1872,

in accordance with the law of the State, present their

ANNUAL REPORT.

Amount raised by taxation by the town for the

support of schools, March, 1871 - $1000 00

Town's proportion of income of Massachusetts

School Fund - - - - - 126 00

Dog Licenses for 1871 - - -
:

- 54 35

$1180 85

This sum was diminished by taking $3.75 from the in-

come of the School Fund for the purchase of three Outline

Maps for the use of the schools, agreeably to the Statute

vhich allows 25 per cent, of said income to be expended
• such purposes at the discretion of the Committee ; thus

ng $1176.60 for the direct benefit of the schools the

rrent year.

This sum was equally apportioned between the four

schools as nearly as could be conveniently done.

STATISTICS OF THE SEVERAL SCHOOLS.
SOUTH SCHOOL.

Summer Term. Miss Sophia F. Lovering, Teacher.

Length of term, 4 1-4 months. Wages of teacher per

month, $25.

Whole number of scholars, 30. Average attendance, 24.

Perfect in attendance, Fannie E. Patch,
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Whiter Term. Mr. Samuel L. Gross, Teacher.

Length of term, 2 1-2 months. Wages of teacher per

month, S53.33J.

Whole number of scholars, 35. Average attendance, 24.

Perfect in attendance, Lizzie J. Williams, Margaret

Dodge, Fannie E. Patch, Ida Symonds.

This school closed two weeks before the time contem-

plated by the Committee, owing to the necessities and en-

gagements of the teacher at college
;
which, according to

his own statement, rendered it very important for him to

leave at the expiration of ten weeks.

Miss S. F. Lovering, who taught the summer term, was

employed to take his place for the remainder of the term,

and kept the school 3 weeks, making the whole term,

13 weeks.

XORTH SCHOOL.

Summer Term. Miss Ella T. Ellingwood of Beverly,

Teacher.

Length of term, 4 1-4 months. Wages of teacher per

month, $25.

Whole number of scholars, 30. Average attendance,

19 80-85.

Perfect in attendance 0.

Winter Term. Mr. Benjamin T. Deering, Teacher.

Length of term, 3 months. Wages of teacher per

month, 853.334.

Total number of scholars, 39. Average attendance, 31.

Perfect in attendance, 0.

WEST SCHOOL.

Summer Term. Miss ItATE T. Patterson of Beverly,

Teacher.

Length of Miss Patterson's term, 3 months and IT days.

Miss Louisa Chapman taught one week at the commence-

ment of the school, making total length of term, 4 months

and 2 days.
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Wages per mouth, $25. Whole number of scholars, 32.

Average attendance, 20 85-100. Perfect in attendance,

Isabella Brown.

Winter Term. Mr. Arthur H. Kimball, Teacher.

Length of term, 3 months and 4 days. Wages of teach-

er per month, I53.33J;

Whole number of scholars, 27. Average attendance, 24.

Perfect in attendance, Isaac A. Lamson, Elmer H. Dodge.

EAST SCHOOL.

Summer Term. Miss R. Frances Priest of Danvers Centre,

Teacher.

Length of term, 4 1-4 months. Wages of teacher per

month, $25.

Total number of scholars, 25. Average attendance,

Perfect in attendance, Lottie Whipple. Annie L. Whipple,

Nelson Butler, V. Adelaide Butler, Lucretia Knowlton,

Idella Knowlton.

Winter Term. Mr. William G. Reede, Teacher.

Length of term 2 1-2 months. Wages per month, $53.33£.

Whole number of scholars, 32. Average attendance, 29.

Perfect in attendance, Nelson Butler, V. Adelaide Butler,

Lucretia M. Knowlton, Nellie P. Knowlton, Annie L.

Whipple, Lottie Whipple.

This school, like the South, closed 2 weeks before its

time, and for the same reasons. The Committee employed

Miss Ellingwood, who taught the North School summer
term, to keep 3 weeks, making the whole term 13 weeks.

Compensation, $27.70.

With the exception of Miss Lovering, who taught the

South School in the summer,.and Mr. Kimball, who taught

the West School in the winter the previous year, all the

teachers were strangers to the Committee. Three of the

teachers in the winter schools were members of Bowdoin

College; and one a member of Dartmouth College. Mr.
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Deering had never taught before ; all the others had the

benefit of experience, and from the best information we
could obtain, had been successful in a good degree.

The Committee in the discharge of their duties visited

the schools as aften as was thought to be necessary or

profitable, and sought to keep themselves well informed at

all times of the wants of the several schools, and as far as

possible aid and encourage the teachers ; and also saw that

all the scholars were well supplied with books and apparatus

necessary for the successful prosecution of their studies.

The examinations from time to time, as well as the clos-

ing examinations, developed the fact that some diversity

existed in the appearance, progress and attainments of the

several schools.

It would, perhaps, be thought invidious, and certainly

would not be profitable to enter into minute detail and

discuss the particular merits of the different teachers in this

place. While we do not deny that much of the success of

a school depends on the teacher, nor that all are not gifted

alike with the faculty of imparting instruction, of maintain-
1

ing discipline, and gaining the affection and confidence of

their pupils, or in other words, all do not possess that

natural " aptness to teach" in an equal degree, still many
other causes combine, aside from the teacher, to greatly

retard the improvement and usefulness of a school ; some-

times purely accidental, sometimes from design, but oftener

from thoughtlessness and indifference on the part of parents

and others in the vicinity who do not attend school. We
think their prosperity is often injured in this way nearly as

much as by the incapacity of teachers. While the spirits

and energy of good teachers are damped by the want of

interest on the part of their patrons, and the light estima-

tion set upon their services, quite indifferent teachers may
often be made passable and sometimes quite useful for a

term by kindness on the part of their patrons and employers,

by a lively interest manifested in their success, and a desire
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to encourage and assist them* rather than throw obstacles

in their way, thus rendering their labors, already hard

enough, almost insupportable to themselves and useless to

others.

It is perhaps sufficient to say, the Committee are fully of

opinion that the schools in this town taken 'together have

fully come up to the standard of success and improvement

of former years. In many respects we think a decided

advancement has been made.

It not unfrequently happens! in some towns that a school

so far from making any advancement, is found in a worse

state at the close of the term than at the beginning as re-

gards discipline ; and the amount of knowledge acquired

by the pupils can scarcely be perceived, owing to the total

unfitness of the teacher for hw office, assisted, it may be, in

the destructive work by other agents not so clearly seen.

But we are happy to say no such instance has happened in

our schools the past year.

Advancement in all good things which concern our schools

should be our motto. We ought by no means to rest content

with merely coming up to the measure of success of former

years. We know it is sometimes regarded as a victory to

fully hold our own, and not go back any ; but we wish to do

better than that.

It is an old and homely proverb that a one mend fault is

worth ten find faults the world over." The Committee in

the present instance would rather commend all which they

have been able, to find good and praiseworthy, than to find

fault with something real or imaginary which may seem td

be deficient. Still plain and obvious faults must be pointed

out, otherwise the remedy cannot be so easily applied.

As we have stated in general terms that we think some

improvement in the character and condition of our schools

has taken place, it may not be amiss to state a little more

in detail what those improvements arc ; and at the same

time mention a few things where a still greater advance-

ment may be made.



In tile first place we have good school-houses. The West

school-house has the past year been rejuvenated at an ex-

pense of about #280. The others have also been kept in

good repair, the blackboards newly dressed so that they can

be written on with ease and facility, and the buildings

otherwise are convenient and comfortable. The East school"

house, though in tolerable repair outside, wants a new
teachers desk and new seats. Blinds or shutters would

also seem to he convenient, and indeed necessary, to

afford some protection to the windows when the school is

not in session. More than two-thirds of the damage to

glass the past year in that place was done when no school

was kept there. In a term of seven weeks last summer,

unly one square of glass was broken.

Another noticeable improrement was manifested in the

readiness with which parents and scholars purchased school

books and paid for them, and the large number disposed of;

thus showing their appreciation of the opportunity afforded

them of gaining knowledge, and their willingness to make
the most of it.

Again we think a marked improvement was shown in

several branches of study. We do not mean that all the

schools excelled in particular branches of study, or in an

equal degree in any. While the West School must be

allowed to bear the palm in Mathematics, the East School

is entitled to equal credit for good Beading, Spelling and

Penmanship. In the latter branch a decided improvement

was shown in all the schools without exception. We saw

specimens of writing from some of the scholars which

would by no means have disgraced a teacher of the art.

Declamation and the writing of compositions was prac-

tised in some of the schools ,to a limited extent, with very

good success. In the East School, taught by Miss Priest in

the summer, we listened to several specimens of composition

by small children, which reflected great credit not only on

the writers themselves, but also on the teacher for the labor

and pains she took with them.
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These exercises, if not carried to excess, are very pleas-

ant and profitable, and we hope to see them repeated.

We regard an innovation of this kind an improvement.

And last, though not least, we think it is due to the

scholars in all the schools to give them credit for their good

behavior and respect shown to the Committee at all the

visits, with very few exceptions indeed ; and their apparent

pleasure and willingness to attend at such times. This,

whether an improvement or not, is always very commenda-

ble and praiseworthy. All wlfo practise an opposite course

disgrace themselves more than they do their visitors.

Among the hindrances to the full prosperity of our schools,

may be mentioned the want of competent, energetic and

faithful teachers. This want is more easily felt than sup-

plied. With the utmost vigilance of committees, and the

liberal compensation and inducements held out to teachers

in man}' towns, if not in this, persons will find their way
into our schools who are totally unfit for the positions they

occupy; When a case of this kind happens, it is a serious

damage not easily repaired. In reading the Reports of the

Secretary of the Board of Education in former years, we
have seen the fact stated by some committees that under

their immediate observation, an incompetent and unfaithful

teacher caused such derangement in the school in one term,

that it required several years of good training afterwards to

eradicate the mischief caused thereby. This is a startling

and significant statement, showing that this want is one of

serious magnitude, and by no means to be overlooked or

treated lightly. Further, the baneful influence of such a

teacher may not be wiped out in two or three terms after-

wards, but may be as lasting as life.

If the remedy for this evil depends almost entirely on the

amount of compensation, (as we are sometimes instructed

to believe,) then our path is open before us; in order to

secure the best services, we must increase the amount of

our appropriations for this object. This course in our opin-
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ion might effect something ; but still would not be an

infallible remedy. So far as our experience goes, good

services are not always in direct proportion to the amount
of pay. It is always somewhat risky to employ persons, in

any calling, who are influenced purely by mercenary mo-

tives ; and it certainly cannot work well so far as teachers

are concerned.

It would surely be doing great injustice to those teachers

who have labored with us the past year, to insinuate that

the pay was all they thought or cared about ; their only

object being to get through as easily as possible and get

their money. From their intercourse among us, and from

what we know of their history, we believe them all to be

persons of character and respectability, and of good literary

attainments. After concluding to accept our terms, we

think they all resolved to do as well as they could ; and

though not all equally successful, some of them were so in

an eminent degree.

The law requires that the Public Schools shall be kept at

least six months in the year. The average of our schools

has been the past year a trifle over seven months. From
these facts it will be seen that the Committee have not much

scope or discretion in the matter of pay. We think in

these days of " upward tendencies," a little larger appro-

priation would prove an auxiliary towards supplying the

want under consideration ; but would not accomplish so

much as the training and encouragement of native teachers

both male and female among us
;

persons who are well

known and who will have an ambition to excel. We should

not then be compelled to depend so much upon the services

of strangers, who have no particular interest in common

with us, and who, perhaps, never intend to teach again.

Wc also think that female teachers might very profitably

be employed in some of our schools in the winter. The

services of good female instructors are often found more

valuable than those of men.
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Prom the reports it appears that the graduates from

Normal Schools are by no means adequate to supply the

wants of the community ; but we can see no good reason

why we should not occasionally avail ourselves of the

services of one of this class in the winter. After a fair

trial, if they do not answer all reasonable expectations, the

experiment need not be repeated.

Another hindrance may be found in the want of interest

manifested by parents, and their neglect to send their

children to school regularly and in proper season. We are

well aware that this is no new idea. It may have been

discussed for the thousandth time ; but while the evil still

exists, it is proper it should be brought to notice.

We find that 162 different scholars attended school during

the year. The average attendance in all the schools was

104. The number of absences is partly accounted for by

the prevalence of epidemics which happened at different

seasons of the school year. But this affords but a poor

excuse for tardiness. This seems to be the " besetting sin"

in some of the schools. The number of cases in some of

the Registers is startling. This evil of being late, though

not quite so bad as not going to school at all, is not far from

it, inasmuch as it deranges $he exercises of the school and

inflicts an injury on those who attend in season.

With these imperfect and desultory hints we now close

our report, heartily wishing for the permanent and increas-

ing prosperity of our Schools, and happy that we can find

so much to approve and so little to censure.

NATHANIEL B. BUTLER,
)

JARVIS LAMSON, } Committee.

ASAHEL H. PATCH,
)

Hamilton, March, 1872.




